CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY COMBINED BOAT CLUBS
Captains’ Meeting, Chadwick Room, Selwyn College
4pm on Sunday, 6th June, 2010

MINUTES
Present: Julian Granger-Bevan (JGB, chair), Chris Kerr (CK, minutes), Giles Moon (GM), Dan
Wilkins (DW), College Captains
JGB opened the meeting.
1. Apologies for absence had been received from: Holly Hedgeland, Clare, LMBC women,
Girton women, Robinson women, Churchill women, Peterhouse men.
2. The minutes of the previous meeting of 19th April, 2010 were approved.
3. There were no matters arising from the previous minutes.
4. Clare Novice Regatta
Clare BC announced that they would be creating a 'Grad' division at CNR for those who learnt to
row over the summer and requested comments in e-mail form from captains.

5. May Bumps
Captains were told to remind their crews not to leave litter, to marshal on time and that swapping
stroke and cox while rowing back after the races is discouraged.

6. Proposed changes to evening hours
LMBC proposed that the current evening hours be amalgamated into a single 2½ hour
slot open to both men's and women's crews, taking effect from April 2011.
o

o

o

This would increase the probability for top men's crews to be held up by slow
moving women's crews – however, crews doing exercises or otherwise not rowing
all eight already cause some obstruction, and novice town crews more so.
There was a proposal to amend the motion so that only first boats would be
eligible to go out in the restricted evening period, but an overwhelming majority
voted against the amendment.
On the original motion the votes were 27 for, 15 against so the motion carried.

7. AOB
o

o

DW reminded captains of the procedures for handing over CUCBC accounts to
their successors and that they would need to update their online club information
accordingly.
GM announced that the election of the CUBC Hon Sec would take place by email.

JGB closed the meeting.

